The number of tested marker becomes numerous in genetic association studies (GAS) and one major challenge is to derive the multiple testing threshold. Some approaches calculating an effective number (M eff ) of tests in GAS were developed and have been shown to be promising. As yet, there have been no comparisons of their robustness to influencing factors. We evaluated the performance of three principal component analysis (PCA)-based M eff estimation formulas (M effÀC in Cheverud (2001), M effÀL in Li and Ji (2005) , and M effÀG in Galwey (2009)). Four influencing factors including LD measurements, marker density, population samples and the total number of tested markers were considered. We validated them by the Bonferroni's method and the permutation test with 10 000 random shuffles based on three real data sets. For each factor, M effÀC yielded conservative threshold except with D¢ coefficient, and M effÀG would be too liberal compared with the permutation test. Our results indicated that M effÀL based on r 2 coefficient achieve close approximation of the permutation threshold. As for a large number of markers, we recommended to use M effÀL with r 2 coefficient according to fixed-length separation, as well as fixed-number separation, to obtain accurate estimate of the multiple testing threshold and to save more computational time.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic association analysis has been used widely in the search for genes contributing to complex diseases. In addition to the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) Map 1 and the haplotype map (HapMap) projects, 2,3 several large-scale studies collected genome data from diseased and normal individuals using association tests. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] By comparing their allele frequencies or marker genotypes such as the SNPs, researchers try to identify candidate regions for further fine mapping. [10] [11] [12] High-throughput genotyping makes genome-wide association studies a realistic mapping strategy, as found in the 500 k or 300 k study. However, analysis of the large-scale data encounters the multiple testing dilemmas that most traditional statistical tests failing in reducing the chances of both false positives and false negatives. 10, [12] [13] [14] With numerous SNPs in genome-wide association studies, linkage disequilibrium (LD) ensures that there exists correlation between tests conducted on nearby SNPs. A shortcoming of using traditional methods, such as the Bonferroni's method, is unnecessarily conservative because (1) it fails to account for the dependencies between tests and (2) it involves a large number of tests.
Many strategies for correlated multiple tests in genetic association studies (GAS) have been presented. One standard strategy for estimating the adjusted significance level for correlated multiple testing is the permutation test. 15 It reserves the correlation among M markers as only the phenotype data are randomly shuffled. However, the accuracy depends on a large number of replications, and it was very time consuming for large M. Therefore, another convenient alternative approach is to calculate the effective number (M eff ). It was an estimate of an 'independent' set of M markers that filtered the correlations among markers from the genotype correlation matrix. The M eff can be calculated analytically; hence, it is faster and more efficient than the permutation test. Once the number is calculated, it could be used to adjust the significance level as 0.05 divided by the M eff according to the Bonferroni's correction.
For calculating the effective number, there exists three common formulas based on the principal component analysis (PCA). Cheverud 16 first proposed performing the PCA on the MÂM Pearson's correlation coefficient matrix. For M eigenvalues (that is, l 1 ,y,l M ), the variance of M eigenvalues (that is, V(l)) divided by M represents the strength of dependences. For example, if all markers are completely correlated, the M eigenvalues are: l 1 ¼M, l 2 ¼y¼l M ¼0, the strength of dependences turns out to be 1. Therefore, the effective number could be calculated as M eff ÀC ¼ 1+ðM À 1Þ ð1 À VðlÞ M Þ. But the drawback is that Cheverud used the Pearson's correlation rather than considering the LD coefficient. Thus, there are some modifications of the measurements of correlations among M SNPs; for example, Nyholt 17 adopted the LD coefficient (that is, r coefficient) based on the M eff-C equation. Another formula was defined as
b cÞ in Li and Ji, 18 where I is an identity function and :
b cdenotes a floor function. The first part is similar to selecting the principal components according to eigenvaluegreater-than-one rule. 19 However, the second part might overweight on the decimal part of l i . Hence, Galwey 20 suggested to weight the eigenvalues directly according to the ratio function as
This formula was strongly related to a moment-based estimator proposed by Patterson et al. 21 for the purpose of detecting population structure. However, Dudbridge and Gusnanto 22 had found that Patterson's estimator would be too liberal for deriving the significance threshold of correlated multiple testing.
As yet, there have been no comparisons of their robustness with influencing factors in large-scale GAS. Thus, it is of practical interest to determine whether the estimated effective numbers of tests from the three calculation formulas are different. To address this, three real data sets were used to investigate the performance of the three PCAbased formulas (that is, M eff-C , M eff-L , and M eff-G ) for correlated multiple testing. In particular, we examined the impact of four factors including the various measurements of LD, the strength of dependences among M markers, the population samples and the total number of tests on deriving the effective number. We describe in detail comparison analyses of the three formulas, as well as compared them with the Bonferroni's method and the permutation test in terms of the estimated effective number and the adjusted significance level (that is, a p ).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Influencing factors
To use the correlation among M markers, the measurements of LD have a key role, where LD refers to the correlation among neighboring alleles. We adopt four widely used measures of pairwise LD between all pairs of biallelic loci, including D 23 , Lewontin's standardized disequilibrium coefficient D¢, r and r 2 . 24, 25 Suppose that two bi-allelic loci with alleles A/a and B/b and the corresponding allele frequencies are P A , P a , P B and P b . The definition of D is P AB -P A P B where P AB is the frequency of haplotype AB. Other LD measurements can be viewed as different standardizations of the D coefficient. For example, the D¢¼|D|/D max and r¼D/(P A P a P B P b ) 1/2 . SNPs of different minor allele frequencies (MAFs), on average, have different LD properties. 25, 26 Hence, this might lead to a different estimate of the effective number according to the eigenvalues of the PCA based on LD matrix. In addition, the strength of dependencies among tested M SNPs might influence the LD estimates, and we design low and high marker density according to physical distances (in kb) to reflect the different magnitude of overall dependence while controlling the same number of tested SNPs. As several studies 3, 27 have shown differences in LD and haplotype block patterns in populations, we further consider the influence of population samples, such as Asian, European and African population, on the estimated effective number. For the fourth factor, a large number of total SNPs might result in a computation burden in performing the PCA on the genotype correlation matrix. We propose to divide the M SNPs into small blocks and make the calculation of the effective number more flexible.
Test data sets
For the purpose of comparative analyses of current PCA-based adjustment formulas including: M eff-C , M eff-L and M eff-G , we used three real data sets for demonstration. The first data set pertains to the CYP2D6 drug-metabolizing activity. It contains 27 markers over an 880 kb region with a large sample size. 28 All 27 SNPs had a MAF of 45%. We will use these data to demonstrate the impact of LD measurements on calculating the effective number. The second application is a genome-wide association studies about osteonecrosis of the jaw, 8 and we selected 22 144 SNPs with MAFs 45% over 135 135.6 kb on the chromosome 10. These data are used to investigate the influence of various M and strength of dependencies. We varied the value of M in a range from 100 to 2000 keeping similar marker density. The numbers of controls for the two data sets are 977 and 65, respectively. The basic characteristics for the two data sets are shown in Supplementary Table S1 . The average missing rate ranges from 2.4 to 2.9%. The marker density, defined as the average distance between SNPs, ranges from 4.3 to 67.6 kb. The larger marker density represents that the true overall strength of dependence would be smaller than that with a smaller marker density. As a third example, the SNPs data from the International Haplotype Map (HapMap) Project were used to evaluate the influences of population samples. We examined population differentiation for 2000 commonly shared SNPs with MAFs 45% on Chromosome 10 in population samples from the International HapMap Project data (Public release 27, merged II+III).
Calculating the effective number
The common feature of the three formulas M eff-C , M eff-L and M eff-G is based on the eigenvalues. We implemented the PCA on the MÂM genotype LD matrix between healthy individuals, by using the D, D¢, r and r 2 coefficient separately for each of the other influencing factors. Thereafter, the estimated effective number could be obtained according to each formula in each scenario we studied. Negative eigenvalues sometimes occurred and were set to zero in inferring the effective number. In this study, they are relatively few in number and close to zero. We propose using all eigenvalues except negative ones to derive the effective number. It should be noted that some researchers suggested selecting the eigenvalues so that the amount of variance was explained achieving a predefined proportion; for example 99.5%, as suggested in Gao et al. 29 Large M might lead to an intensive computational burden in performing the PCA; hence, we also proposed three separation methods for M SNPs into small sets. Partition methods are fixed length, fixed number, and LD block for dividing M consecutive SNPs into segments containing a small number of contiguous loci. Next, we applied the three PCA-based formulas to each subset. The sum of the inferred effective number for each subset was the estimated as the effective number for the entire M SNPs. To evaluate the quality of M eff-C , M eff-L and M eff-G to the permutation test in terms of the adjusted significance level a p , we carried out 10 000 permutations on our data sets. In each random shuffle, the individuals were randomly assigned as either cases or controls limited to the same disease rate of the first two original case-control data. 8, 28 However, for HapMap data with only healthy individuals, half of the individuals were randomly assigned as cases and the other half were assigned as controls. Keeping the genotypes fixed, the minimum P-values in all SNPs obtained from the Fisher's exact test for the permuted case-control samples was recorded in each permutation. The Fisher's exact test was based on comparing allele frequency between cases and controls. The fifth percentile was served as the permutation-based significance threshold (that is, a p-permut ) for the overall 5% type I error rate. We used the statistical software R for the computations. 30 
RESULTS
The influences of LD coefficients and marker density
Take the CYP2D6 data (977 controls; 41 cases) for illustration, the range for D coefficient is (À0.097, 0.238), (0.0026, 0.9995) for D¢ coefficient, (À0.4805, 0.9555) for r coefficient, and (0, 0.9131) for r 2 coefficient (Pairwise LD plot was shown in Supplementary Figure S1 ). The magnitudes of these four LD measurements have different patterns of association with the observed marker alleles. Table 1 lists the estimated effective numbers and significance levels of the tests (that is, 0.05/M eff ) from three PCA-based formulas according to different values of M. The differences among three formulas are very small for D coefficient, followed by r 2 . The estimated effective numbers are obviously different for D¢ and r coefficient, regardless of various values of M. Among four LD coefficients, the effective number estimated using the D coefficient is the largest and seems to be as stringent as the Bonferroni's method regardless of which formula. Compare with the permutation test, Cheverud's formula (M effÀC ) leads to the most conservative results except with D¢ coefficient, followed by Li and Ji's formula (M effÀL ), and Galwey's formula (M effÀG ) is the most liberal, regardless of LD coefficients and various values of M. Figure 1 shows the significance thresholds from three PCA-based methods, the Bonferroni's method and the permutation test at different values of M (M¼100, 500, 1000, 2000, with similar marker density). Compared with the standard from the permutation test, the threshold from M effÀC with D¢ coefficient performs closer to the standard at dense marker density (one SNP per 4-9 kb on average) even when the sample size is small (n¼65). As the total number Comparison of PCA-based effective number formulas S-H Wen and Z-S Lu of tests increases, the estimated thresholds according to M effÀL with either D¢ or r 2 coefficient and M effÀC with D¢ coefficient are very close to each other, as well as nearly reach the standard. However, the M effÀG with r 2 coefficient tends to be slightly liberal. It is worth noting that M effÀG with either D¢ or r coefficient results in a very liberal threshold regardless of sample size and the total number of tests. In other words, the overall false-positive rate might be inflated. Next, to investigate the influences of marker density, the term 'marker density' refers to the strength of association among M SNPs; for example, increasing marker density decreases the strength of association. We further examined the impact of marker density on the estimated effective number for M effÀC , M effÀL and M effÀG . Having controlled for M¼2000, we randomly selected 2000 markers out of 22 144 SNPs on chromosome 10, and the average marker density was 67.57 kb per SNP. The strength of dependence was smaller than the previous 2000 SNPs with an average marker density at 4.29 kb.
Supplementary Figure S2 shows the significance thresholds at different marker density. The permutation test did obtain a larger threshold, as the overall dependence was stronger under the same M (a p-permut ¼4.6Â10 À5 and 3.7Â10 À5 for the smaller and larger marker density, respectively). Although the estimated effective numbers rose as expected for the larger marker density given the same M, the growth for M effÀC was the lowest. Namely, Cheverud's formula could not adequately reflect the changes in the overall dependence structure. As for M effÀL and M effÀG , the differences in estimated effective numbers are only obvious with application to r 2 coefficient (M effÀL ¼919.8 and 1039.7 for smaller and larger marker density, respectively; M effÀG ¼686.5 and 784.4 for smaller and larger marker density, respectively). Furthermore, if the strength of dependence is smaller, M effÀC with D¢ coefficient might overestimate the adjusted significance level. It is found that the most conservative formula M effÀC would perform better only with D¢ coefficient for data with both a small marker density (5 kb per SNP) and a small sample size.
The influences of the study population Since the evolution history of different populations that might result in different magnitudes of LD, we investigated the impact of the study populations from the HapMap data. Five populations including CEU (Northern and Western European; n¼174), CHB (Han Chinese in Beijing, China; n¼86), CHD (Chinese in Metropolitan Denver, Colorado; n¼85), JPT (Japanese in Tokyo, Japan; n¼93) and YRI (Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria; n¼176) were used for study. For comparison among five populations, we selected commonly shared SNPs (M¼100, 2000) with MAF 45% located on Chromosome 10. Figure 2 presents the estimated thresholds for five populations (similar results for M¼100 are shown in Supplementary Figure S3) . A very similar pattern for three formulas according to various LD measurements was obtained for each population. The closer the populations, the more similar the patterns of the estimated effective number (or a p ) profiles. For example, the results of Asian populations such as CHB, CHD and JPT were quite similar. For CEU, the results were consistent with those found in data from Sarasquete et al.; 8 however, these two populations were closer. The effective number was relatively large in 
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YRI; as expected, the LD of the African population was weaker.
Compare YRI with Asian and European population, the permutation test can reflect that the magnitude of LD becomes weaker; however, the analysis results found a small decline in a p based on PCA-based formulas. This finding indicated that these three formulas would not be sensitive to detect differences in the strength of correlation among M SNPs. As shown in Figure 3 , the accuracy of PCA-based formulas changed in relation to the study populations. For Asian populations, Li and Ji's formula with either D¢ or r 2 coefficient obtained similar threshold as in the permutation test; however, it might be overestimated for CEU and YRI.
The influences of large M The computation complexity of obtaining eigenvalues from the MÂM LD matrix would not be efficient, if applied to numerous markers; for example, where M is larger than 5000. Therefore, we proposed three separation methods for the large M. The first separation method was fixed length, and we used 500 kb apart as a subset. For example, we selected 2000 SNPs (8588 kb); there were 18 subsets with 111 SNPs on average per subset (range: 21-156 SNP). The second dividing method was fixed-number separation; we set 200 markers as a group, and a total of 10 sets with 792 kb on average were obtained. The third one 'LD block' was to find the haplotype block by Haploview software 31 (version 4.1) with Gabriel et al. 32 definition of haplotype blocks. There were 1226 SNPs that fell within either 293 blocks; another 774 SNPs not located within the blocks were viewed as the independent tests. The range for SNPs within block is between 2 and 24 SNP. Hence, the total effective number can be written as:
where B¼293 is the total number of subsets and k is an indicator function for the j-th SNP that falls within block. The adjusted significance level profiles from three separation methods are shown in Figure 3 . The permutation test for the entire 2000 SNPs was viewed as the standard (a p-permut ¼4.6Â10 À5 ).
Compared with the permutation test and the Bonferroni's method (a p-Bonf ¼2.5Â10 À5 ), the patterns among the three formulas are very similar under the fixed-length and fixed-number separation, and close to that from the overall analysis without separation of 2000 SNPs. Although the separation methods lead to overall declining thresholds for Galwey's formula, the thresholds are still too liberal based on D¢ and r coefficient. We found that Cheverud's formula based on D¢ coefficient performs as well as the permutation test, as well as Li & Ji's and Galwey's formula with r 2 coefficient. Moreover, for separation methods, the required computation time is at most 0.35 h on a PC (Intel (Santa Clara, CA, USA) Core 2 Quad Q8200/2.33 GHZ CPU with 2GB memory), and it is more time efficient than the overall analysis of 2000 SNPs based on each formula (3.91 h) and permutation test (8.51 h). However, the LD block leads to a more conservative threshold for each of the three formulas. One explanation for this is that the sample size (65 controls) was not enough for constructing reliable haplotype blocks 33 as these blocks are relatively small with few SNPs. In other words, the conservativeness might be because of a large portion of SNPs (774/2000¼38.7%) that did not fall within either 293 blocks.
To examine the performance of fixed-length and fixed-number separation methods, we first use all SNPs on chromosome 10 to perform the estimation of effective numbers ( Figure 4 shows the results for the fixed-length separation and Supplementary Figure S4 represents the fixed-number separation). Take Figure 4a for illustration, the estimated threshold of 22 144 SNPs from the permutation test is a p-permut ¼4.3Â10 À6 and comparable to that occurring on Chromosome 10 for the Affymetrix 500 K data in Table II 
(that is, fixed-length separation based on 500 kb or fixed-number separation based on 200 SNPs) are consistent to those found for a small scale of SNPs (that is, 2000) without separation. In other words, Li & Ji's formula with r 2 coefficient performs very close to the standard for Asian population; however, it might be somewhat liberal for CEU and YRI. It is noteworthy mentioning that Galwey's formula with r 2 coefficient based on separation methods obtains much closer results to the permutation test than that without separation. Next, we evaluate the three PCA-based formulas using the CEU sample (n¼174) on a genome-wide scale either based on fixed-length (that is, 500 kb) or fixed-number (that is, 200 SNPs) separation.
In total, 810 126 SNPs with MAF 45% over 22 chromosomes were analyzed. We calculate the effective number for each chromosome according to the two separation methods. To demonstrate the computational time, we use chromosome 2 for an example. There were 68 675 SNPs in chromosome 2. Calculating the effective number with fixed-length separation, it took about 17 h for a total of 478 sets. When we used the fixed-number separation, it took about 14.4 h for a total of 344 sets. In comparison, the permutation test would take more than 10 days on a PC. To save time, we used a workstation with 16 cores Intel Xeon E5520 cpus for permutation test with 10 000 replications on genome-wide data for CEU. We also implement the fisher's exact Comparison of PCA-based effective number formulas S-H Wen and Z-S Lu test for the single marker-association test in parallel R programming on the workstation. However, it still took more time (about 41 h) on a workstation than that for deriving the effective number on a single PC. The results for each chromosome are listed in Supplementary  Table S2 . For each chromosome, we saw a similar pattern as Figure 4b . Figure 5 shows the genome-wide pattern for the three PCA-based methods with D¢ and r 2 coefficient. Through adequate separation methods of large M, Cheverud's formula with D¢ coefficient would perform closer to the permutation test. In addition, Li and Ji's formula with r 2 coefficient obtain the similar threshold as the standard.
To validate the accuracy of the permutation test, we tried several replication times for the CYP2D6 data and found that the a p-permut ¼0.00239 from 10 000 times was very similar to those from larger replications (a p-permut ¼0.00238 at 20 000 times, and a p-permut ¼0.00232 at 50 000 times). Furthermore, it is known that the distribution of minimum P-values from the permutation test should follow a Beta distribution with parameters (1, M eff ), if there really exists an effective number M eff . Therefore, we fitted the Beta (a, b) distribution to the minimum P-values of the permutation tests for each scenario. The two parameters (a, b) were estimated by the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) using SAS 9.1.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA), with the first parameter set to 1 and with both parameters free. Supplementary Table S3 shows the estimated two Beta parameters for the CYP2D6 data 28 and the chromosome 10 data. 8 Without setting a¼1, we found that the estimate â was close to 1 for each case. In addition, the estimateb was in line with the effective number obtained by the permutation tests corresponding to either a¼1 or a was free. Thus, the threshold with 10 000 replication times was reliable.
DISCUSSION
We have examined the performance of three common PCA-based formulas separately proposed by Cheverud 16 , Li and Ji 18 and Galwey 20 for deriving the effective number of tests in GAS. Considering the influences of LD measurements, the estimated effective numbers according to three formulas are indeed very different. The estimated effective numbers are more strongly affected by D¢ and r coefficient than those with Lewontin's D coefficient. Excluding D coefficient, the magnitudes of the effective numbers from Galwey's formula are the smallest (that is, the largest a p ), followed by Li and Ji's, and the largest for Cheverud's formula. Similar patterns were also observed with application to the HapMap data consisting of various population samples. Although Cheverud's formula was previously proved accurately, but at the current large scale of M, adopting the variance of M eigenvalues would not be able to well capture the simultaneous correlations among M SNPs. In general, the estimated effective numbers from Li and Ji's formula were relatively more stable than those from the other two formulas. Currently, the total number of markers in GAS is tremendous, and the SNP density is expected to be small. As for the impact of marker density, Cheverud's formula could not reflect the differences under different marker densities constrained by the same markers. Li and Ji's formula and Galwey's formula with the application to r 2 coefficient highlight differences as compared with other LD coefficients. Compared with the Bonferroni's method and permutation test, Cheverud's formula is the most stringent, followed by Li and Ji's, and Galwey's formula is more liberal. Furthermore, we found that Li and Ji's formula with the application to r 2 coefficient obtained the best estimation most frequently. Additionally, Cheverud's formula with D¢ coefficient would perform the best under smaller marker density (5 kb per SNP) and small sample size. In other words, Cheverud's formula could take advantage of the overestimation of D¢ coefficient and improve the over conservativeness of M effÀC under small sample size. For controlling the overall type I error rate adequately and properly, Li and Ji's formula with r 2 coefficient is recommended, as Li and Ji's formula can support additional factors including the marker density, the total number of markers and separation methods. Besides, it is more stable compared with Galwey's formula, although Galwey's formula with r 2 coefficient obtains similar threshold as the permutation test in some cases. Third, Li and Ji's formula makes an improvement in the eigenvalue-greater-than-one rule 18 for calculating the effective number, as well as the r 2 coefficient does not suffer as much from small sample size problem as D¢ coefficient. 35 With the increasing genome-wide association studies, the effective number approaches can serve as a fast approximation to the permutation test in terms of time efficiency. However, the limitation would be the computational burden with a large number of SNPs. For effective number of independent test based on the PCA, it would not be feasible to complete the matrix decomposition over hundreds of thousands of SNPs. Hence, adequate separation methods would make it applicable to the genome-wide scale. We have shown that the division methods of SNPs based on the fixed-length (that is, 500 kb) and fixed-number (that is, 200 SNPs) separation did have more accurate estimates and save more time. In particular, the accuracy of three formulas did improve better through adequate separations over a large number of SNPs, especially for the Galwey's formula with r 2 coefficient. Although Cheverud's formula with D¢ coefficient could obtain the most accurate result, the cases we considered had a small sample size (n¼174). Taking into account the weakness of the inflation of D¢ coefficient by small sample size, we recommend using Li and Ji's formula with r 2 coefficient for the correlated multiple testing in large-scale GAS. For a valid examination of LD blocks separation, further study will be required to use data with hundreds of samples as suggested in Osabe et al. 33 There may be some issues for the PCA-based formulas in calculating the effective number. One problem with PCA is the missing data in SNP genotypes. For example, the composite LD proposed in Gao et al. 29 could be obtained only from the complete data. Missing genotypes can be filled with new developments in genotyping technology and/or statistical imputation methods. However, a small number of missing values will be unlikely to hinder the inference of the PCA-based formulas. Hence, further study is needed to examine the influences of other types of LD measurements such as the statistical correlation coefficients and composite LD obtained from the complete data. Another issue relates to the sample size. We have considered large-scale association studies with moderate sample size (65-176), but we should expect similar patterns of three PCAbased formulas as would be applied to a larger sample size (refer to the results of CYP2D6 data, although M¼27 is small). However, the performance of good approximation with the standard (that is, the permutation test) would likely alter according to different population samples. For example, we found that Li and Ji's formula with r 2 coefficient performs better for Asian populations, but it is somewhat liberal for the CEU and YRI population. The results in this study can provide practical guidelines for calculating an effective number and be useful to current large-scale GAS.
